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Charles LaBlonde

"Let's Get Together"
If you didn't look closely you may have missed the big

difference in the last Tell . Two days before Tell was

to be printed and mailed we lost our publisher . Without
missing a beat Steve Turchik stepped in and got your

Tell to you . Believe me, this is not a trivial task.
It involves obtaining a mailing permit, finding a

printer, folding, stapling, labeling, sorting and much
more . This kind of can—do spirit is what AHPS is all

about . And a special thanks to Dick Hall for his super

help with the mailing labels.

But the jobs of editor and publisher are too much for
one person so we set out to find a new publisher . And
in true AHPS spirit, a volunteer came forward . We are

happy and privileged to welcome Leroy Wanamaker of
Johnson City, Tennessee, as the new publisher of Tell.

As before, we are committed to getting your Tell to you
as

	

rapidly

	

as

	

possible, subject to some fiscal
constraints . Your editor, publisher and I would be very

interested in transit times as we shift posting
locations from Omaha to Santa Paula to Johnson City.
Please let us hear from you.

Speaking of helping each other, let me welcome your

questions on any aspect of Swiss philately . I don't
have all the answers but I do have access to many people
who do .

	

Remember, there is no such thing as a bad
question.

Finally, please patronize our advertisers . They are
helping you build your collections and keeping your dues
down.
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Talk
tome!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

YOUR HELP IS APPRECIATED

Thank you Mr . Leroy Wanamaker for volunteering to be our TELL
Publisher . You have our humble appreciation for taking on this
very important position in our society.

This past month I received phone calls from Chuck LaBlonde and
Bill Lucas . Chuck stated the importance of TELL as "the glue
that binds our society . " Bill stated that our membership greatly
supported TELL a few years ago when there was a chance it might
go under because of funds.

TELL is important! Your calls and letters are important . They
help, even if it is to point out a mistake in an address or
phone number . We make mistakes, but they are never intentional.
I have tried to correct all the errors that have been brought
to my attention, and you can be sure I will try harder with
getting names spelled correctly.

Jack Haefeli has been working very hard at getting advertising
for TELL . He also is trying to get the billing process in order.
We are still learning, and hopefully soon we will have a smoother
operation . One way to support Jack is to patronize our adver-
tisers . They help us put out a better TELL.

Some of our members have written about trips they were going
to take to Switzerland . Why not take some notes while there
and share some of your experiences with us in a future issue.

All of the reports I have gotten lately shows that our society
continues to develop and grow. The Liechtenstein Study Group
with the leadership of Max Rhineberger has about 50 members.
Bill Lucas says the auctions need more material, as well as
Emil Tobler with the sales circuits . Mr . Gene Kelly would like
more members in his revenue study group . His new Swiss address
is listed in the officers listing.

We appreciate the efforts of past officers who continue to help
with TELL . The fine articles by Editor Emeritus, Henry Ratz
and past study group chairman Donn Lueck are a needed help.
Also we are still benefiting from the efforts of David Durham
and Dale Eggen, and Sophie Buser continues to support us every
way she can.

Because of a hectic schedule this past month, I have not been
able to answer many letters or acknowledge receipt of material.
You are not forgotten . Keep the letters coming.

Patronize Tell Advertisers

July/August 1985
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THE BUSERS, FOUNDERS OF HELVETIA

by Harlan F . Stone

At 83 Sophie is the last of the nine members who founded
the Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzerland in 1938.
Indeed, she is also presumably the last of the 62 who responded
to the initial membership drive conducted by the grandparent
of AHPS.

Recently I visited Mrs . Buser to review a history I ' ve
prepared of this first organized society for collectors of Swit-
zerland in the United States and its successors . For the first
time, I heard a detailed chronology of how the Buser family
started stamp businesses in Basel and immigrated to the United
States, where it was instrumental in establishing Switzerland
as a collecting field among Americans . Although this account
is too detailed for the history, it needs to be recorded for
present and future collectors of Switzerland.

"Pop" Sr . was the first Buser to enter the world of stamps.
As a postal employee in Basel, he rose to the responsible posi-
tion of carrier for the post check bureau ; he delivered cash
to addresses from payers who gave the post office a fee for
this service . But Pop wanted to collect Swiss stamps, which
was against employee regulations . In 1906, after leaving the
Swiss PTT, he opened a stamp store, where Eddie Jr ., his son,
worked part-time as he grew up.

In 1918 Eddie completed an apprenticeship as a pastry maker
in Fribourg but decided to open his own stamp store in Basel.
Three years later Sophie married Eddie and, giving up plans
for a university education, devoted herself to learning the
stamp business . They moved into a house overlooking the Rhine
River in the old quarter of Basel with a new stamp store on
the street level and their living quarters on the upper floors.

That same year--1921--Pop Buser, his wife Marie, and Eddie's
brother Max and sister Mary sailed to the United States . They
settled in Weehawken, N .J . Eddie and Sophie followed in 1922
and went to work at Nassau Stamp Company in New York, operated
by John and Jacob Kleeman . But this initial job lasted only
eight months because the Kleemans had to trim operations after
losing $100,000 on a collection of Hawaiian missionary stamps
that turned out to be forgeries . For $60 a week, however,
J .M . Bartels hired both Sophie and Eddie for his stamp company,
also on Nassau Street in New York . In 1924 they moved to Lynd-
hurst, N . J . in the house where Sophie still lives . During
During this same period, Pop Buser, Max and Mary worked for
other stamp firms in New York.

In 1928 Sophie quit Bartels ' firm when he refused to grant
a salary increase . Leaving Eddie there, she switched to Monopole
Stamp Company, run by Elwood Banfield . Five years later, in
1933, Sophie and Eddie were reunited professionally when they
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opened their own store on Nassau Street devoted to Swiss stamps.
For the organization of the Helvetia Society in 1938, Sophie,
Eddie, and Pop Buser were among the nine founding members.
Max ' s wife Martha also joined . Sophie and Eddie ' s customer
list of 160 collectors served as the mailing list for the
society ' s first membership drive.

Pop and Eddie played major roles in Helvetia backstage,
including membership on the expertising committee . Sophie rose
through different offices to become president and editor in
1951 and 1952 . When the society fell dormant in 1957 for lack
of an editor, Sophie was unable to take any personal action
as a past officer because she was nursing Pop ' s wife, who had
suffered a stroke . In 1968 Sophie and Eddie finally closed
their store and retired.

At the end of her account, Sophie said she had a secret
she could disclose, since she assumed all other participants
were dead . Shortly before the Centenary International Philatelic
opened in New York in 1947, the renowned collector Alfred Lich-
tenstein died . The probate court tied up his estate, including
his collection of Switzerland and other countries, which was
scheduled to fill most of the CIPEX court of honor.

The CIPEX committee wanted to include another Swiss display
because the Swiss PTT would be a major participant with a spec-
tacular conveyer belt exhibit . The committee approached Eddie
for help in locating a display comparable to Liechtenstein's.
Not knowing any other, Eddie offered to substitute his own exten-
sive reference collection . From Lucien Rosse, another early
member of Helvetia, he borrowed a half dozen items to complete
a 10-frame exhibit of classic Switzerland.

Sophie wrote up the material, Eddie mounted it, and CIPEX
was able to show Swiss stamps "from the Lichtenstein collection ."
The CIPEX catalog only listed the Helvetia Society as one of
several philatelic groups that contributed "great assistance ."

BOOK REVIEW FELIX GANZ

Denis Gainon, Les Timbres Fiscaux Cantonaux de Neuchâtel, (Neuch-
âtel Canton Revenue Stamps), 1985, 20 pages multilithed . Avail-
able from the Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Association,
c/o Robert Hürlimann, Grünwed 2, 2005 Biel, Switzerland, for
SFr . 5 . plus postage of Fr .2 .80, airmail .

	

(Three one dollar
bills ought to do it).

The author, according to his findings, lists all the Neuchâtel
fiscals, grouped into the categories of court of judical stamps,
from 1878 ; administrative fees (1921) ; "Impôt du timbre" (1935-
1977) ; poster fees (1906) ; and chamber of commerce (1920?) as
well as a savings fee stamp.

All known stamps are net priced, following their listing, and
the study included information on (in French only) essays, sus-
pected denominations not seen, and even on the laws passed author
izing such issues.

Recommended for the specialist.
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LOOKING FOR THE EXOTIC?

	

CHARLES J . LABLONDE

TRY REVENUES

One of our members, Gene Kelly, is chairman of the Revenue Study
Group . His particular specialty is studying Municipal or " City "
revenues, of which there are many . He is presently moving to
Switzerland to study and acquire material on his favorite subject
and is eager to recruit new members in that study group . Mr.
Kelly publishes a monthly news letter, the REVENUE PHILATELIST.

Below are items listed in the June 1985, "Revenue Philatelist . "
Mr . Kelly states that he has asked many questions about material
this past year, but few answers have been forthcoming . Perhaps
the challenge of such a great search is what makes his specialty
a challenge to him . If you have answers or are interested in
this type of material, please write Mr . Kelly . He will be glad
to hear from you .

City Zollikon, Canton Zurich

Why were these stamps printed in different denominations and
colors in the same sheet? The 300 blue and 30 orange yellow
and the 10 red and the 15 brown, pairs cancelled by tax bureau.

City Adlisweil name change about 1940 to Adliswil.

This name change was made at about the same time as the change
in the coat of arms . Can anyone tell me the reason for changes??

City Horgen, Canton Zurich

Three different styles of Swan in Coat of Arms . When were these
changes made? Why such drastic changes?
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City Wadensweil Canton Zurich name change about 1940 to Wadenswil

Change in the coat of arms made about the same time .

	

Three
different styles before 1940 .

	

A different style after 1940.

City Rapperswil, Canton St . Gallen

The city of roses . Also the city with a Polish castle . Now
a museum . Pictured are two types, no dates.

City of Wattwil, Canton St . Gallen
Mr . Kelly states "is this set complete?"

City Butschwil, Canton St . Gallen

Again, does anyone know if there are additional values to the
above shown city.

Please Note! Anyone interested in joining the Revenue Study Group should
write to Mr . Gene Kelly, 15 Steinerstrass, 8253 Diessenhofen, Switzerland.
There is something for everyone in our society, and this is another very
interesting study group, with an extremely dedicated chairman.

One of the Collectibles
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Aloha! I hope everyone is having a great summer . If you make
it over the Pond and visit Liechtenstein, please drop me a post-
card with any observations philatelic or otherwise.

I must say that the Four Cardinal Virtues set designed by Gerhard
Gloser issue of June 10th are striking . While they won't please
the traditionalist they certainly illustrate that postage stamps
can be a developing art form in the hands of a professional
and cosmopolitan postal administration.

A the time of this writing its all quiet on the Moscow High
Jumpers front . Several members of AHPS and the FL study group
have made formal enquiries to the FL postal administration.
Anyone with new information please keep me informed and I will
report to the membership.

I attended WESTPEX recently and picked up a few FL items . One
is a post card advertising membership in the Feldkirch, Austria
to Switzerland . The picture on the card is very similar to
the cut used for the 1K lilac of the 1920 issue featuring Vaduz
Castle . I am hopeful our editor can provide a photo . Who knows
the history of this group or publication? Please drop me a
line.

You may recall the postal card I mentioned last time that was
featured in the Schwartzenbach auction . It had an unusual Schaan
- VADUZ railway marking . Well, it must have interested several
others also . Dr . Ralph Soderberg reports that it went for 900
SF plus the 15%.

Dr . Soderberg also mentions in his kind note that he stopped
subscribing to the FL new issues when the Service stopped the
deposit account system and went to the pay-as-you-go method.
How about the rest of you? Which system to you prefer? I'll
pass the information along to the powers to be.

Mr . E. J . Dymond will be transferring the Secretary's duties
of the Great Britain FL Study Circle sometime later this year.
As our British friends say "full marks" to him for the great
job he has done with this group.

I recently received a listing of tear sheets of pieces on Liech-
tenstein philately from Rainbow Services (PO Box 7888, Hollywood,
Florida 33081) . There are about 40 entries of articles in
various languages for which they will provide copies for a fee.
The list cost - $1 . There is also a much larger Swiss listing
for the same price.
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Just for a bit of fun, I will send the Swiss listing to the
first person sending a card with a correct answer to the following
trivia question . How many bridges cross the Rhine between Liech-
tenstein and Switzerland? I'll draw a consolation prize winner
from the rest of the guesses and send that person a set of the
new Cardinal Virtues set . Have fun!

The FL Study group continues to grow and develop . Liechtenstudy
is a first class publication . Write to Max Rheinberger if you
are not on the mailing list.

That's it for this time . Keep the cards and letters coming.
Good Collecting!!

Figure 1

Mailed from Feldkirch, Austria to Switzerland, dated Nov .1,1922.

HAROLD STRONG

	

BOX 15027

	

WAIKIKI STATION

	

HONOLULU, HAWAII

	

96815
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AIRMAIL FROM LIECHTENSTEIN TO AMERICA IN WORLD WAR II

by Gotz Schneider

(Translated by Charles J . Lablonde)

1 . Introduction

Liechtenstein is a German speaking country between the
Austrian area of Vorarlberg and the Swiss Canton of St.

Gallen . Since 1 February 1921 it is bound with Switzerland
in matters of post, currency and trade .

	

Since the Postal

District of St . Gallen handles post to and from
Liechtenstein, in what follows we will refer to the Swiss

postal regulations . Airmail to America was collected by the
Liechtenstein post offices and at the Swiss post office of
Buchs (on the Zurich — Vienna rail line ) was given direction
and transit markings . The direction marks were applied by
hand in a black box format (49 .5 x 12 mm) ; left in the box
was the weight in grams and right was "via ." This latter
part referred to the selected Swiss exchange office, Basel,

Geneva, Zurich or Chiasso.

In the 20s and early 30s only zeppelins could cross the
Atlantic from Europe to the American continent. Later came a
combination of ship and airplane, the so—called catapult
mail. French ships like the "Ile de France" and German ships
like the "Bremen" and the "Europa," in conjunction with small
catapult airplanes, cut the transit time for mail across the

Atlantic to 1 or 2 days.Airmail from Europe to South America

was carried by the firm, "Aeropostale" (later Air France),

from 1930 by airplane to Dakar, Senegal, then with small,
fast ships to Natal, Brasil,and from there again by plane.

The German Lufthansa carried mail by plane all the way from

Stuttgart to Brasil beginning in 1934 . Ships were stationed

in the South Atlantic to refuel the flying boats and to send
them on their way via catapult.

Developments in aircraft by the year 1939 allowed the
American company PAA and the English Company Imperial Airways
to cross the Atlantic direct . The northern route went from
Southampton to Ireland, Newfoundland, Canada and New York.
The southern route went from Marseille to Lisbon, Horta
(Azores) and New York .Air France flew regularly to South
America from Marseille via Dakar and Natal to Rio . Lufthansa

flew from Frankfurt via Seville and Bathurst (Gambia) to
Natal.

Translator ' s Notes : This article has been serialized in "Postgeschichte "
published by Hans Schwarzenbach of Zurich over the past year and it is

continuing . To date, a total of six parts has appeared . Thus, a contin-
uation of the translation will appear in future TELLS . We are indebted

to Mr . Schwarzenbach for allowing us to use it . Finally, even though
the article is focused on Liechtenstein, the information applies to Swit-
zerland because : 1) Liechtenstein followed Swiss postal rules . 2) Mail
from Liechtenstein was handled by Swiss Authorities, thus the same rates
and routes applied.
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Much of the airmail net was _destroyed by World War II . For
this story the duration of the war will extend from 1
September 1939 to 9 May 19 115.

2. Connecting Flights from Switzerland in WW II

Seen from the perspective of Switzerland and Liechtenstein,
the war began in the north. A Swiss law of 29 August forbid
civil flight . Airmail from Liechtenstein went to the Swiss
exchange office (Basel, Geneva or Chiasso) and was put on a

train to the nearest functioning airmail terminus.

At start of the war Swissair had all service suspended and
foreign carriers no longer flew into Switzerland . At first
Italy was neutral but later declared war on France on 10 June
1940.

In early 1940, from the new airport Magadino near
Locarno,Swissair began two new flights which connected with
Italy and Spain . These lines not only connected with the
countries mentioned but also helped with airmail to North and
South America . But the connections were short lived . The
line Locarno—Rome operated 18 March to 25 June 1940 and once
again from 2 to 15 February 1941 . The line Locarno—Barcelona

operated 1 April to 11 June 1940.

	

After this Swissair and
Switzerland had only one airmail connection, and that with
Germany . From 30 September 1940 to 14 November 1941 the line
was Zurich—Munich . From 19 November 1941 to 30 January 1943
the line was Zurich—Stuttgart—Berlin . After 1 February 1943
only the stretch Zurich—Stuttgart was flown . And, after 16
August 1944, due to the Allied invasion of France this
connection was suspended .

	

From then to end of the war
Switzerland and Liechtenstein were without any direct airmail
connection .

3. Airmail Rates to America

The airmail postage rates, which were valid for Liechtenstein
as well as Switzerland during the war, were as follows : 20
Rp. for a postcard abroad and 30 Rp. for a normal letter
abroad up to 20 grams . To be added were charges for special
services such as 30 Rp, for registration and 60 Rp .

	

for
express service . The most important airmail rates were the
following (cost for each 5 grams of weight): 1 . South
America Direct : via Marseille 200 Rp. from 18 Dec 1939 ; via
Marseille (to June 1940) or Rome 210 Rp . to the end of 19 110;
240 Rp. thereafter. 2. North America (USA, Canada, Alaska,
Newfoundland) via Lisbon: 1939, 50 Rp. 1940 — 28 Feb 1941,
60 Rp. 1 Mar 1941 to end of war (via London at the end), 70
Rp. 3. Central America (Mainland and islands) : 1939, 80 Rp.
1940 — 1943, 90 Rp. 1944 to War's end, 100 Rp. 11 . Northern
South America (Venezuela, Columbia, Peru, Ecuador, Etc), via
New York: 1939, 140 Rp . 1940 to 31 May 1943, 130 Rp . 1 Jun
1943 to War's end, 100 Rp.

	

5 .

	

Southern South America
(Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Uruguay, and Brasil ) via New
York : 1939, 140 Rp . 1940 to 1945, 150 Rp.
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5 . Airmail from Liechtenstein to North America

The North Atlantic Routes already mentioned remained after
France and England declared war on Germany on 3 September

1939 but some changes were necessary . The PAA northern route
from Southampton via Shannon (Ireland), Shediac (British
Newfoundland) and Botwood (Canada) to New York was stopped
after the war started, but the English line (Imperial
Airways) continued to fly this route weekly (Saturdays) until

23 September 1939 . The two planes on this route, "Cabot" and
"Caribou" were taken by the RAF and later destroyed in
Norway.

Terminus for the PAA southern route was Marseille until 29
July 1939 after which it was moved to Lisbon . From there PAA
flew twice weekly (Sundays and Wednesdays) via Horta (Azores)
to New York . This line (PAA—FAM 18) was the single airmail
connection between Europe and New York which remained

throughout the war. All of the North America mail and most
of the South America mail used this route.

The single landing point between Europe and North America was
planned to be Horta (Portuguese Azores) but later this was not
always the case.

Hamilton (Bermuda), which was served by PAA FAM 17 to and

from New York, was not planned as a stop on the Transatlantic
route . According to the PTT Amtsblatt the airmail postage to
Bermuda was 50 Rp per 5 grams (airmail surcharge) and another
30 Rp to New York for a total of 80 Rp . By the end of 1939
Hamilton was a regular stop on PAA FAM 18.

According to THE BRITISH AIRMAIL NEWS, the "Yankee Clipper"
made the first landing in the harbor of Hamilton on 1
September 1939 ; it did not drop off nor take on mail. Only
after 16 November 1939 did PAA handle mail in Bermuda.

Between early January and late February 1940 bad weather in
the USA forced PAA to move its American Terminus south from
New York first to Baltimore, then Norfolk, Charleston and
finally Miami. One can detect this from the arrival marks on
registered letters from this period .

	

The clippers were
flying boats which landed on the water.

Early in 1940 the British named a number of places where mail
would be censored . The places included Port of Spain (Island
of Trinidad and Tobago) and Hamilton (Bermuda) . But also in
all other British holdings in America, from Newfoundland in
the north to the Falkland Islands in the extreme south,
preparations were made to censor mail. All used the "P .C.

90" labels.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The route just described is not the most common in the early
days of the war .

	

Later, as we shall see, the British
censored all mail on the North Atlantic routes, starting in
1940 . Mail on the Southern Route was not censored.

On 21 December 1939 the Italian line, "LINEE AEREE
TRANSCONTINENTALI ITALIANE," or LATI for short, after much
preparation and support from the Germans, opened a line from
Rome via Malaga, Villa Cisneros (Spanish West Sahara), Sal
(Portuguese Cape Verde Islands) to Brasil.

According to the Swiss PTT, the flights from Rome started
every Thursday at 6 PM . The Swiss connection to this flight
closed out Wednesday at 1219 hours at the collection point of
Chiasso 2 from which the mail was taken by train to Rome.
Arrival in Rio was on Saturday at 1715 hours. From Rio mail
was taken by the Condor Line to Buenos Aires or other
destinations in South America . Figure 2 shows a letter from
the first flight of this new route.

This flight was noted in the Swiss PTT Amtsblatt Number 278.
First flight covers are very rare .

	

Only mail to South
America was allowed on the flight.

At the same time as the plane took off from Rome in the
direction north—south, a plane left Rio in the opposite
direction. This latter plane crashed in Morocco in a storm;
7 were killed and most of the mail was burned.

The next flight to leave Rio was 28 December 1939.

The Italian flight to South America operated weekly for the
next two years.
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Figure 3 shows a letter from Schaan dated 12 January 1940.
The direction mark shows "Genf" which was the proper
connection for the South America flight of Air France . But,
due to the more convenient Rome connection, the letter was
routed via Chiasso 2 to Rome and the LATI route. It was
carried on the 5th flight on 18 January 1940 to Rio (planned
arrival 20 January 1940) . It was forwarded to Porto Alegre
via Condor.

Another letter from Schaan (Figure 4) of 12 September 1940 to
Porto Alegre (Brasil) shows as routing "Via Lati" already
written in by the sender. This letter was sent on the 40th
flight to South America, which departed Rome on 19 September
1940 .

Continued on page 132.
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Dear Members,
Auction #61 has fewer Lots then our past few Auctions,

but some interesting and unique material . I am in need of

more material so we can start our fall season with an
Auction of interest to all.

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs
or estimated retail.

For Auction #61 1 sfr = $ .39 and one British pound =
$1 .28.

The Closing date for Auction #61 is August 31, 1985.
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TIDBlTS

THANKS TO SVP

	

CHARLES J . LABLONDE

By now you are all enjoying the special section from the March/
April TELL which helps use the Swiss Machine Cancel Catalog.
We forgot to mention that the pictorial part of that special
section was prepared by the Swiss Cancel Society (SVP) . They
were kind enough to let us reproduce their work for which we
are most grateful.

LOTS NEEDED

	

WILLIAM R . LUCAS, AUCTION MANAGER

WE ARE HAVING VERY GOOD RESULTS WITH OUR AUCTIONS . AS YOU CAN
SEE FROM LIST OF PRICES REALIZED . TRY BUYING OR SELLING WITH
US . NOW MAY BE YOUR BEST TIME.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

	

ORDER YOURS FROM FELIX GANZ

The new perfin catalog 2nd edition ought to be out by early
Fall . Also I will handle the Switz/Cie Zumstein . It will
cost members $5 .50 plain and $7 .50 with special backing --
postpaid. Orders now accepted . Supplement to the K-catalog of Switzerland
to AHPS members is $5 .50 postpaid . This is s bargain as ordered indivi-
dually it would cost about $7 . Orders should be sent to Felix Ganz, PO Box
A3843, Chicago, IL 60609-3843.

FLASHBACK
"Richard T . Hall of California thinks we should take advertising
which would not only help cope with the expenses of the Bulletin
but would be of interest to members ." Helvetia Bulletin, July
1955, Page 16 . Also says "Every member get a member in 1955"

Editor ' s Note : After over 3D years, Dick is still one of our most active members . Why not
support Dick by using the Membership Form mailed to you in the March/April issue of TELL?

PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #59
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Continued from page 127.

Figure 5 shows a letter of 27 September 1940 (a Friday) from
Triesenberg to Santos (Brasil). It transited Chiasso 2 and
was moved on the 42nd LATI flight of 3 October 1940, arrival
in Rio on 5 October (Saturday) . Santos arrival, according to
backstamp, was Monday, 7 October 1940 .

	

This letter is

franked with 4,70 Fr. which means it was overfranked by 20
Rp based upon the weight.

The letter shown in Figure 6, postmarked 17 December 1940 —
1800 in Schaan, was carried on the 53rd LATI flight which

left Rome on 19 December 1940 . This was a jubilee flight

since the connection had been functioning for one year.
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Also in 1941 LATI flew weekly from Rome to South America and
carried mail from Liechtenstein . Figure 7 shows a registered
letter posted in Triesenberg on 18 November 1941 (Tuesday) ;
Rio was the destination . With postage paid of 5 .10 Fr ., the
letter is 30 Rp underfranked . During transit in Buchs, where
the route "Ch 2" (for Chiasso 2) was noted, the post office
detected the underfranking and added a "T" (postage due) . Of
course, there is no way of knowing whether this was ever
collected.

The letter probably arrived in Rome too late for Flight 101
of 20 November, so it was sent a week later, on 27 November
1941 with Flight 102 .

	

This flight arrived in Rio on 29
November 1941 .

	

The letter has arrival and handling marks
from Rio, 30 November and 1 December.

The direct route to South America was more expensive (a
simple airmail letter of 5 grams cost in 1941 2 .70 as opposed
to 1 .80 via New York) than the New York connection, but it
was faster and avoided the British censors.

On 25 July 1941 the routes of LATI were extended to
Argentina .

	

With Flight 103 on 4 December 1941 the LATI
connection between Europe and South America ended .

	

The
flight planned for 11 December never happened.

Brazil, which was neutral up to this point, severed relations
with the Axis after Pearl Harbor and the German declaration
of war on the USA. After the sinking of a Brazilian ship,
Brazil entered the war on the side of the USA on 22 August
1942 . Argentina remained neutral.

From 4 December to the end of the war the Clipper Lisbon —
New York — Natal(Brazil) was the only airmail connection to
this part of the world .The mixed fortunes of this route are
the subject of what follows.
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5 . Airmail from Liechtenstein to North America

The North Atlantic Routes already mentioned remained after
France and England declared war on Germany on 3 September

1939 bui . some changes were necessary . The PAA northern route
from Southampton via Shannon (Ireland), Shediac (British
Newfoundland) and Botwood (Canada) to New York was stopped
after the war started, but the English line (Imperial
Airways) continued to fly this route weekly (Saturdays) until

23 September 1939 . The two planes on this route, "Cabot" and
"Caribou" were taken by the RAF and later destroyed in
Norway.

Terminus for the PAA southern route was Marseille until 29
July 1939 after which it was moved to Lisbon . From there PAA
flew twice weekly (Sundays and Wednesdays) via Horta (Azores)
to New York . This line (PAA—FAM 18) was the single airmail
connection between Europe and New York which remained

throughout the war. All of the North America mail and most
of the South America mail used this route.

The single landing point between Europe and North America was
planned to be Horta (Portuguese Azores) but later this was not
always the case.

Hamilton (Bermuda), which was served by PAA FAM 17 to and

from New York, was not planned as a stop on the Transatlantic
route . According to the PTT Amtsblatt the airmail postage to
Bermuda was 50 Rp per 5 grams (airmail surcharge) and another
30 Rp to New York for a total of 80 Rp . By the end of 1939
Hamilton was a regular stop on PAA FAM 18.

According to THE BRITISH AIRMAIL NEWS, the "Yankee Clipper"
made the first landing in the harbor of Hamilton on 1
September 1939 ; it did not drop off nor take on mail . Only
after 16 November 1939 did PAA handle mail in Bermuda.

Between early January and late February 19 140 bad weather in
the USA forced PAA to move its American Terminus south from
New York first to Baltimore, then Norfolk, Charleston and
finally Miami. One can detect this from the arrival marks on
registered letters from this period .

	

The clippers were
flying boats which landed on the water.

Early in 1940 the British named a number of places where mail
would be censored . The places included Port of Spain (Island
of Trinidad and Tobago) and Hamilton (Bermuda) . But also in
all other British holdings in America, from Newfoundland in
the north to the Falkland Islands in the extreme south,
preparations were made to censor mail. All used the "P .C.

90" labels.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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POSTMARKS
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AMERIPEX '86

We are pleased to announce
the dates for AHPS meetings
at AMERIPEX '86 have been
confirmed for the weekend
of Saturday, May 24, 1986
and Sunday, May 25, 1986.

The Liechtenstein Study
Group will have a meeting
on Saturday, May 25th at
10 : AM . The AHPS meetings
will be from 1 ;00 to
2 ;45 each day.

The meetings will be held
at the Hyatt O ' Hare, one
of the two official
hotels . The Hyatt is
next door to the Expo
Center Home ofAMERIPEX
' 86 .

	

The other official
hotel is the Holiday Inn
O'Hare/Kennedy which is
also a short walk.

In the September/ Oct.
TELL, I will have more
information on the hotel
situation plus parking.

Sincerely yours,

William R . Lucas
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WHO'S WHO ON SWISS STAMPS RUDY SCHAELCHLI

Patriots

Although Bruder Klaus, as he was often called, did not appear in person at that
meeting, through 	 influence he succeeded in bringing both sides together.

The 5 Fr . definitive of 1938, showing Nikolaus von der Flue in front ofthe
assembly is pure imaginar y. The designer was Karl Bickel and theprinter was

the Swiss PTT . The stamp set was printed on three different papers, between

1938 and 1955 with a total printing of 8,768,000 for. the 5 Franken stamps.

The 1955 issue stamp(blue and red on aregisteredletter

to the USA wi th two different customs rubber stamps in purple and
red rubber stamp, indicating the cover left the country inZurich
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SWISS MAPS

Member Michael Rutherfoord responded to a question in the
March/April TELL as follows:

"Richard Bard raises an interesting question in the
March/April issue of TELL, where can he get a good map of
Switzerland from, showing cantons, post offices, etc .? Well,
there is nothing that I know of showing all that on one map, but
the following are a great help, and I think everyone interested
in Swiss philately should have them all in his den, it adds a
lot to the fun knowing just where places are.

"The following 3 maps by Kummerly & Frei of Berne are
excellent for our purpose:

Political Map, 1 :500 000 (1"=7 .89 miles) . Shows all cantons
in colour . On the reverse details of the cantons, and other
aspects of Switzerland .

	

SFr . 5 .50
Rail Map, 1 :300 000 (1"=4 .73 miles) . Shows all SBB and
private railways, mountain cable cars, etc ., and all
stations . On the reverse detailed views of 8 major Swiss
cities and a useful railway map of Europe. SFr. 9 .80
ZIP Code Map, 1 :300 000 (1"=4 .73 miles) . Shows every place
with its postal code, together with all major roads,
railways, and rivers . Postal regions also .

	

SFr . 14 .80

" In addition, there are 3 booklets of invaluable help issued by
the PTT:

Ortsverzeichnis . List of places, giving details of
postcode, canton, and postal region, altitude above sea
level, postal connections, telephone numbers, etc.
Published annually in June .

	

SFr . 2 .00
Postal Code Numbers, arranged alphabetically by town nave,
published annually contains useful list of all postal code
numbers changed since the previous issue. Free
Postal Code Numbers, arranged numerically, with sketch maps
of each area showing distribution runs . Essential for
finding a place if only its Postal Code is known .

	

Free

"I would be glad to send these to any AHPS member at cost.
As postage to the USA is expensive perhaps a collective packet
to you could be considered . "

Dick Hall has offered to be the clearing house for orders
for this set of invaluable items . Total cost, including surface
air lift postage to the U .S . and priority mail postage from
Maryland to a U .S . destination will be $19 .00 . Dick has made an
initial order of 10 sets . After these are sold out, he will
accumulate orders to take advantage of the bulk mail rates.
Send your check for $19 .00, payable to R .T . Hall, to P .O . Box
2425, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879-0425 . Do it quickly to get
in on the initial order.
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SALES CIRCUIT NOTES

	

By EMIL L . TOBLER

As of June 12 we have 63 buyers registered . Sales in the past
2 months were just a few dollars less than the total of the
previous 4 months, in spite of the fact that only 4 new circuits
were put out . We've had 2 books completely sold and the majority
of retired books have sold between 40 and 60 percent of their
indicating good demand and (with a few exceptions) reasonable
prices and desirable material.

SELLERS We have a good demand for all Swiss material except
post 1960 FDC's, especially wanted are officials, soldiers,
Campione, TB and ST, machine slogan and K cancels, etc . If
you have such material it will find a ready market . The value
of the Swiss Franc this morning was approximately 381 U . S.
cents, so use that as a frame of reference in pricing.

BUYERS Here are a few tips on how to drive the Circuit Sales
Manager to drink:

1. Don't include the APS insurance premium with your sales
report, so a followup will be necessary.

2. Mail a circuit to the next buyer on the list, but hold
your sales report for a week or two, or better yet a month.
This gives the CSM another opportunity to write a followup.

3. Go on a business trip or vacation for 2 or 3 weeks
and don't let the CSM know so that he can re-route any circuits
coming to you . If a circuit arrives during your absence, you
not only give the CSM another opportunity to write a followup,
but delay transit to other buyers who are awaiting the circuit.

4. Don't follow the mailing instructions included with
the circuit . This voids insurance coverage and/or delays the
circuit . Loss of a circuit without insurance coverage can make
the CSM and the sender most uncomfortable.

All kiddding aside, there has been generally good cooperation
from buyers, and in some cases extra effort which was above
and beyond what might reasonably be expected . There are
occasional lapses, however, and the facetious comments above hopefully
will serve as a reminder so that the lapses become even more
occasional.

Until recently each circuit included a reasonably complete explan-
ation of circuit mailing requirements, with the intention of
having each buyer read and interpret them, and act appropriately.
In the last few circuits I have dispensed with the elaborate
explanation and simply given one or two options which must be
used . In determining mailing directions in every case I have
chosen the cheapest, fastest transit method which fulfills insur-
ance requirements . Please follow the mailing instructions to
the letter in every case.

If, either as buyer or seller, you have questions, concerns
or comments about circuits, don't hesitate to call or write.
Calls after 7 PM are most likely to make contact .
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EXHIBIT AWARDS

	

RUDY SCHAELCHLI, AWARDS CHAIRMAN

Not much activity has been reported, although I look for much
activity in the coming months . Some recent news:

Scopex:

Harlan F . Stone

Ernest L . Bergman

Charles J. LaBlonde

Steve P . Turchik

Ashepex:

A Mr . Grether

NEW MEMBERS
NEW MEMBERS APPLICATIONS

2168 Diana M . Bryant , Illinois

REINSTATEMENTS

1121 Henry Gitner
1203 Ronald D . Lowden, Jr.

Respectfully submitted,

HOW DO YOU GET A NEW MEMBER?

ASK 'EM!

July/August 1985

Gold, AHPS Certificate, SWISS
FEDERAL IMPERFORATE ISSUES
USED 1850-1862.

Vermeil, Mt . Nittany Award,
AHPS Certificate . SWITZERLAND
LANDSCAPE ISSUES 1934-1948.

Silver,

	

GENEVA POSTAL HIS-
TORY, 1750-1870.

Silver .

	

A POSTAL HISTORY
1760-1860, CANTON OF BASEL.

Bronze and AHPS Certificate.
SWISS AIR MAIL SPECIAL FLIGHTS
AND POSTMARKS .
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